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About This Game

Slice them, burn them, skewer them, and launch them - no matter how you get it done, orcs must die in this fantasy action-
strategy game from Robot Entertainment.

As a powerful War Mage with dozens of deadly weapons, spells, and traps at your fingertips, defend twenty-four fortresses from
a rampaging mob of beastly enemies, including ogres, hellbats, and of course, a whole bunch of ugly orcs. Battle your enemies

through a story-based campaign across multiple difficulty levels, including brutal Nightmare mode!

Will you roast orcs in pits of lava, pound them flat with a ceiling trap, or freeze and shatter them with a slash? No matter the
weapons and traps you choose, you’re sure to have an orc-killing blast!

Key Features

24 Fortresses to Defend – Twisting passages, tall towers, and wide-open chambers all need a war mage to protect them

6 Orc-Killing Weapons and Spells – From crossbow and bladestaff to the magical power of the elements

19 Deadly Traps and Fierce Minions – Choose from a wide variety of traps including arrow walls, spike traps,
spinning blades, and flaming brimstone or call in allies to assist you in the destruction of the orc horde
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11 Unique Enemies – Including ogres, flying hellbats, and of course, a whole bunch of ugly orcs

Story-based Campaign – Fend off orcs across three acts to discover the mysterious power behind their relentless
assaults

Persistent Upgrades – Unlock improved traps as you progress through the campaign

Extensive Replayability – “Nightmare Mode” and a skull ranking system provide extended play

Scoring System and Leaderboard – Compete with your friends for the title of Best Orc Killer!
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Ever wanted to tie guns to remote control cars and fight with them? This basically gives you that feeling. It's repetitive and
eventually gets boring. But for that feeling of zoomin' around and shooting stuff this is it. Lacks any rpg elements but with a
controler it is a fun feeling.. ehh~~ buy this game for fun pls, not for farming card :P. Boring.

I really didn't expect much of this, but this was really boring. To stay constructive: There is way to much time between the
different events, and the buzzing, flickering lamps are annoying and take to much from the atmosphere.

I would have been happy if the events were triggered by looking to specific locations. And only if the player is not doing what
you need him to do or is totally lost, use the light flickers as a last resort of a hint.

. Good battles, good economy management, pretty decent graphics for such an old game. The ai personalities is iffy (certain
lords will build only a certain type of castle, so the guy who picks the worst one is easier to fight) but other than that I really like
the personalities. Also It's 3 dollars. I like this game, nothing like searching for lost items. Considering this game is basically a
dollar, you get alot more with what you paid for. Open fields to search and a creepy forest. Yes this game is short, but again, it
cost almost nothing for this game. I like the detail used in the water, tree's and fog. Thanks team Borov, Sashka Shlapik A+

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tcQFpRbOHiQ. Hm. Didn't they promise...I dunno? MV support? Hm. Oh look at that. I
could BUY, for 20 bucks more, ANOTHER program with MV support.

You money grabbing jerks.
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One of the best CoH Mod ever made.. If you think life is very hard, remember that boobs are very soft ;). Must buy for anyone
remotely interested in couch gaming. I can see 100+ hours of brilliance in this title!. I had hopes this was going to be a good
game.......but its not a good game!! it was a struggle and a pain. Bad graphics, glitchy, unresponsive controls.....and the narrator
was the worst... and its too bad because this was a great idea for a game, but this is unplayable for me.. This game is trying to be
Contra, but I'd rather play Contra. The game seems to only run at one resolution (800 x 600) and only in windowed mode, no
full screen. After all of that, I decided to play anyway, The control is alright, but the game play is rather slow. Then the game
crashed on the first stage, so I gave up.

Had this been on the NES 30 years ago, it could possibly be forgiven, but for a recent PC game, it is a waste of money.. So why
is the 'Civil War' and the 'Ant-Man' DLC not part of the Season Pass?. was waiting for a sale and this week i had to try, haven't
played much but so far it's worth buying but.... it says it's "oculus ready" it's not. In game hands are not placed for oculus
controlers it's still set for crappy HTC controllers horrible.

moral of story, lazy devs.. As a lover of time management games and local multiplayer games, this game seemed like a must
purchase to me. And I really enjoy it. A friend of mine beat Overcooked already on Xbox, so this is a natural progression (with
more variety to menu and speed making it tougher, rather than crazy level design).
About an hour and a half in, and still haven't gotten to any of the 'fish sandwich' levels, so seems like enough content to keep
you busy for a little while.
The game doesn't look like the best Vive game out there (it is def an indie game), but it makes up for it in gameplay (which I
care about much, much more).

edit: forgot to mention how great it is to have a play area that is adjustable. To fit my room setup, we were able to turn the
kitchen to fit someone on the computer and a chef comfortably.
You can even adjust the height of the table, which is nice.. Very Good NES STYLE GAME, I LOVE IT !!! I love this game !!!
This game reminds me of my childhood, it reminds me of the magic of NES games. This game isn't ready for release yet. I'm all
about early access and have several games that are still in early access. But this game was sold as a full game out of early access,
but the game still has LOTS of errors (even basic ones like mixing up the sides or reporting where your secret agents are to the
other player making them useless).

To his credit, the developer is working hard to fix these issues, but that's what early access is for. Not "completed titles" like
this.

If the game fixes the issues and gets things working as they should, I will change my review. But for now, it's time to refund and
wait 6 months or so and see what the game becomes.
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